
Malcolm Fletcher’s Qs and As on page 2.  They
are all about how to manage your investments.

I guess I’m preoccupied with money matters
these days because there is also an article in
this edition about an unusual financial option
for those of you who want to leave the public
service in the near future.  Check out the article
on page 3.

Now that summer has arrived, I think I’ll find it
easier to withstand the daily reminders of what’s
happening in the stock market.  When my
husband begins his report, I’ll just escape
outside to enjoy the warmth of the sun, the
flowers in my garden and think about how
great it feels just to be alive!

Nancy Conroy
Editor
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Letter from the Editor

Almost every day my retired husband reports
on what has happened in the stock market.
One day it’s up; the next its down and then it’s
up again.  I keep trying to tell him that I’m in it
for the long term, but it has been pretty difficult
to maintain this strategy in the face of such
continuous reminders that the market can be
volatile.  It has also been difficult to watch the
portfolios of those with money in high
technology double or triple seemingly overnight.
Just my luck the few mutual funds I own aren’t
high tech funds!

During the financial part of our retirement
planning seminar, we stress how important it is
to both understand what your financial
objectives are for retirement and to have in
place a financial plan that will help you meet
these objectives.  For most people, this plan
includes savings that will “top up” pension
income in retirement.   If this is part of your plan
and you’re trying to make wise decisions about
how to maximize these savings, check out

RPI’s New Web Site

The Retirement Planning Institute has a new web site!  Check it out at www.rpi-ipr.com to find out
about upcoming seminars, our resource team and lots more.  When you’re there, send us an email
to let us know how you’re doing, whether you’re retired yet, and how you like the site and our
newsletter.
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The Experts Speak . . . .

For this edition, Malcolm Fletcher of Welton Beauchamp, Parent Inc., a  member of the Retirement Planning
Institute’s resource team, has tackled a number of key financial issues.

Many people have an RRSP made up of several mutual funds intended to provide long-term returns and
they want to know what kind of funds they should have in their portfolio.  Here are 5 key factors to
consider when selecting RRSP investments:

1.  Asset Mix:  An investment portfolio should be balanced, with a blend of both fixed income (like GIC’s)
and equities.  A 50/50 overall mix is appropriate for many individuals, but it is very common to see a
tilt in favour of equities because over the long-term, equity returns surpass those of fixed income investments.

2.  Pension Plan:  The types of assets you decide to put in your RRSP should take into account your
pension plan.  If a financial advisor wants to recommend a portfolio to you before understanding your
pension entitlement, remind him or her of the missing data (or shop around for someone who “digs deeper”
into your personal financial situation!).

AN EXAMPLE: If Jane Smith has NO pension plan, an appropriate asset mix for her RRSP may
be roughly 50% equity as discussed above.  However, if  Jean Richards has 20+ years of service
in the defined-benefit federal government PSSA pension plan (as will be the case for many readers
of this article), today’s value of his PSSA pension entitlement should be considered as a fixed
income asset, and his RRSP should favour equities so that the effective asset mix on his combined
retirement savings is appropriate.

3.  Types of Investments:  There is an overwhelming number of investment options available today,
including over 3,000 mutual funds – many focus on particular industries (natural resources, science &
technology, health sciences…) or regions (USA, Europe, Asia…).  By definition, equity mutual funds provide
portfolio diversification by having between 40 and 120 stocks.  Also, most core Canadian and international
equity funds invest in companies across most industry sectors and around the globe.  Hence, the 40 to
120 stocks will provide a cross section of companies, industries and regions and the fund management
team decides the best stocks to hold in various sectors and regions.

If a client has knowledge or strong beliefs about a “specialist” fund mandate, e.g. a particular industry
(telecommunications) or region (Europe), it is acceptable to devote a limited portion of the portfolio (e.g.
10%) to that sector.  But picking the “right” sectors is challenging.  They are much more volatile than
broadly diversified core funds, and you will be managing your “personal pension” (i.e. RRSP) more
aggressively than most pension plans are managed.  It is okay to invest in more volatile specialty funds,
but this should be done in unregistered (non-RRSP) accounts, to benefit from favourable capital gains/
capital loss income tax provisions.  Within the RRSP, any losses are very costly, because they represent a
decline in your capital with no tax relief.
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The Experts Speak . . . . (continued)

4.  Manageable Number of Funds:  New investors are sometimes advised to have ten or more different
funds within their $50,000 RRSP, but this represents over-diversification.  We believe that the core holdings
of equity-based portfolios under $50,000 should be:

a. Large-company Canadian equity fund;

b. Large-company Global equity fund;

c. Small-company Canadian equity fund.

As the size of your retirement assets grows, more funds can be introduced to diversify by manager or
fund style, but each doubling of assets should not double the number of funds; many $200,000 portfolios
may have broad holdings of perhaps 8 to 10 equity funds.

5.  Investment Management Styles:  The three-candidate list just described could be expanded if the
investor wants to benefit from different management styles, the two most common being growth and value.
Growth style managers invest in companies with high growth rates (sales and, usually, earnings) in the
belief that the companies will be worth more in the future, so the stock price will rise.  Value managers
invest in companies whose current stock market price seems low compared to others, for a variety of
factors.  If they are right, then as other investors realize the unrecognized value in the stock, they will
flock to it and the price will rise.

Conclusion:  Preview your RRSP statement to ensure you need the diversity of funds you hold, and to re-
confirm that each fund’s objectives make it a logical candidate for you.  If unsure, call your advisor to
review the objectives he or she is helping you manage towards!
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Book Reviews

You Can’t Take It With You: The Common Sense
Guide to Estate Planning for Canadians.  2000
(3rd Edition).  Sandra E. Foster

This is a very popular and comprehensive guide
to estate planning.   Sandra takes a complex,
technical subject and makes it easy to
understand.  If you are confused about how to
go about planning your estate and having a will
prepared, this book will make it crystal clear.
Everyone should have a copy of this reference
book.

The Healthy Boomer: A No-Nonsense Midlife
Health Guide for Women and Men.  1999.
Peggy Edwards, Miroslava Lhotsky and Judy
Turner.

Talk about perfect timing!  This Canadian health
guide tackles all of the health issues of concern
to mid-life adults.  It is full of information,
advice, and resources.  It is a perfect health
guide for anyone in mid-life who wants to be
better equipped to deal with the realities of the
aging process.



Reflections is published by the Retirement Planning Institute, 19 Woodburn Drive, Gloucester, ON, K1B 3A6.
Phone (613) 834-1617;  Fax (613) 824-7403.
e-mail: institut@magma.ca
website: www.rpi-ipr.com
Contents of Reflections are copyright of the Retirement Planning Institute, ©2000
Seminars: Contact the Retirement Planning Insti tute for more information on its three-day
pre-retirement planning seminars.
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The Editor’s Question Cor ner ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Pension Portability:  A Unique Option

This unusual option, the Reciprocal Transfer
Agreement (RTA), can maximize what you take
with you when you leave the Public Service.   If
you are thinking of leaving soon, this is a must
read!

October 15, 2000 is the last day on which an
application can be submitted under a
Reciprocal Transfer Agreement (RTA) with
respect to the Public Service Superannuation
Act.

QUESTION:  What is an RTA?

ANSWER:

An RTA is a negotiated arrangement between
the federal Public Service and an outside
employer with a compatible pension plan
whereby an individual’s pensionable service
credit can be recognized as pensionable service
under the new plan. This arrangement permits
not only the employee contributions but also
employer funds and interest to be transferred
to the new employer if you meet the eligibility
requirements.

Compare the following pension options for a
46-year-old Public Service employee leaving a
$76,000 job after 23 years:

• Deferred pension
payable from age 60 to 65 $35,000/yr
payable from age 65 $29,000/yr

• Transfer Value $305,000

• RTA transfer to a
company pension plan $552,000

Notice the rather large discrepancy between the
Transfer Value and the RTA.  The Transfer Value
represents the market value of the deferred
pension, i.e. the lump sum required today to
fund the deferred pension. In the RTA transfer,
the amount available is equal to two times the
employee contributions made to the PSSA, plus
interest.

Unlike the Transfer Value, there are no age
restrictions under an RTA.

Eligibility

In order to take advantage of an RTA, an
individual must satisfy the following conditions:

• Plan to leave the Public Service

• Not have received any pension benefits from
the Federal Government pension plan

• Have joined a new employer within 6 months
of leaving the Public Service

• Complete and deliver an application for
transfer prior to October 15, 2000

The Public Service has established RTA’s with
many public sector employers, like the province
of Ontario, and a few private sector employers.
One such employer is Loba Limited, a consulting
firm based in the Ottawa-Carleton Region
offering services across Canada and abroad
that could potentially make use of your
consulting services once you leave the Public
Service.

Interested?

• You can visit the following web site:
www.october-15.com  for more information.




